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Monday, March 31, 1969

LAWRENCE

STERN

THE FACTS
the value of. oral interpretations as a
means of bilingual adaptation.) Dr. Lawrence
proposed eliminating the language
In light of the fact that this month many
requirement, as he feels that it prevents
new instructors are being evaluated, a
·the student from spending more time on
conflict has arisen which has far-reaching
subjects relevant to the particular student.
,effects. The main issue has evolved
His second proposal was a modification of
through the Stern-Lawrence question.
the
requirement to enable the
Drs. Stern and Lawrence are two faculty
non-language
major to spend more· time on
members who are not being granted conreading
skills
rather than speaking. His
tracts for the next school year. However,
reasons are two-fold:
each represents two different cases and
I. Three trimesters of a language does
must be treated as such.
not enable the student to achieve any
Case I: Dr. Ken Lawrence
meaningful degree of fluency .
Dr. Lawrence was hired as an assistant
2. For the most part, the value of learnprofessor to teach French and French Liting
another language is to enable the
erature in the Foreign Language Departstudent
to deal with issues expressed in a .
ment. His specific training consists of:
foreign
language,
since translations differ
1. Eight years teaching experience
in
nuance.
Also,
it
is more importlj.nt to
2. B.A. Modern Lanquages (French
use the language concretely.
Major)
3. Most graduate programs require a
3. M.A. French
reading knowledge of a second and third
4. Ph.D. Comparative Literature
language rather than a speaking knowl5. Fulbright scholar to France
edge in order that candidates may deal
As a doctor, the hiring of Lawrence enwith concepts and not a primary level of
abled the French department to gain reconversation.
cognition for its Secondary Education ProBoth proposals were defeated.
gram. In not renewing his contract the
In addition to the sentiment of the
department does not lose this acknowledgLanguage department, it is said that many
ement.
students voiced complaints. The bulk of
The procedure for reviewing an unthese were probably from students taking
tenured faculty member's contract is as
the required courses rather than from
follows: the individual's bid is voted on by
majors. It is Dr. Lawrence's practice to
the chairman of the department and its
deal
with current issues such as
tenured members. As such, the number of
Viet-Nam,
poverty, etc. Although French
qualified people voting totaled eight. They
is used in his classes, some students were
were:
said to have objected to content as it theoI. Miss Alice Callicounis (Chairman of
ritically does not satisfy the objectives (or
Language Department)
goals) of the courses, i.e. French Liter2. Mrs. Valeska Najera
ature.
In an effort to ascertain student po3. Dr. Angelina Pedroso
sit'
on,
Bugg House devoted two hours to
4. Mr. Ben Coleman (Chairman of
this issue. At this time letters of complaint
Spanish Department)
were said to be outnumbered by letters of
5. Mrs. Dorothy Holby
commendation. Petitions were circulated,
6. Mrs. Norma Burmeister
but these are not given ' much value as
7. Mr. Miroslav Samchyshyn (Chairman
several students stated that they were
of Russian Department)
coerced through fear of repercussions. A
8. Mrs. Rosalyn O'Cherony
small private poll was taken among a class
of French majors and in other conversaA break-down of these eight yields the
tions, refulting in a negation of the coerinformation that one person, Miss Callicion charge. (This poll will be greatly encounis, is of the French department; six
larged, and will be reported in the forthwere of the Spanish department, Najera,
Pedroso, Coleman, Holby, Burmeister, \ coming issue.) However, it is well to bear
in mind that at present, the results are due ·
and O'Cherony; and the remaining, Samto only a minor investigation of this aschyshyn, is of the Russian bepartment.
pect.
All eight voted against rehiring Dr. Lawrence.
At the Bugg House meeting, several
students voiced opinions. Random quotes
Departmental reasons for this action inwill follow , but the names will be withvolved several different aspects. Dr. Lawheld. (The selection of quotes is not inrence seems to be at odds with the departtended to prejudice, they are, in fact, ranment as regards methodology and techdom.) One of the first came from a student
niques. This might best be explained
who was not registered for one of his
through samples of proposals for changes
courses, but attended one session. This
in the teaching of language. {The currenl
individual objected to some of the Ian~
foreign lang"1age requirement is three tri- guage used ancfto one of the topics under
mester, each consisting of four class hours discussion. Following was a French major
and one lab hour weekly. The language who stated that Dr. Lawrence was not
department as originally set up, stressed . only the best in the 9epartment, but that
by Alicia Kouvelis

the remammg members could not equal
his teaching methods, nor the purity of his
French. In answer to a charge that he uses
some English in class, Dr. Lawrence
stated that he feels students are not fluent
enough to enable him to conduct a class
completely in another language.
Dr. Lawrence!feels that the reasonibehind his firing is a political motive. He is
openly left wing and does not feel that this
fact should be hidden. As a part of his
philosophy, it influences his manner of
teaching. He feels that relevant issues
should be discus sed whenever and
wherever possible. Man, he says, should
not be so compartmentalized that he permits only one facet of his outlook to appear on a one-at-a-timelbasis. He feels that
the professional ethics which prevented
his collegues from appearing at B'ugg
House must change with the times.
Case II: Dr. Daniel Stern
Dr. Stern was hired by NISC as a member of the Sociology Department with a
one-year contract. And, as in the ~ase of
Dr. L~wrence, the renewal of his contract
was a matter to be decided by the chairman
and the tenured faculty members of hi s
department. Therefore, three members
were considered eligible by the department. They were as follows : Dr. McCall
(who is un-tenured, but had voting privileges as chairman), Mr. Edward Uliassi,
and Mrs. Rose Brandzel. Dr. Robert Goldberg, the Dean of Faculty, requested
recommendations regarding Dr. Stern's future from the above three people. Dr.
McCall recommended that Dr. Stern not
be unconditionally rehired, but offered a
terminal contract, considering the lateness
of the year. Mr. Uliassi and Mrs. Brandzel
favored his retention. As such, with
two-thirds in favor, Dr. Stern ought to
have been unquestionably retained. However, it was decided that because Mrs.
Brandzel is now in an administrative position, that she had no right to vote, although
her department stated the contrary. Dr.
Goldberg offered Dr. Stern a terminal contract for the academic year 1969, also stating that the contract would not be renewed
at the end of the contract period, August
31, 1970. In the same letter (dated February 21, 1969) it was stated that Dr. Stern
was not academically prepared to teach
Sociology. His specific training is as a social psychologist, PhD.
Two of Dr. Stern's colleagues do not feel
that he is unprepared ; also the administration had full knowledge of what preparation he had, having reviewed his transcripts
before he was hired.
Basically, the complaints against Dr.
Stern seem to come from his students. He
is· said to be insulting, rude, intimidating,
etc. It is said that he expects a great deal of
work from his students, and that to fulfill

this expectation he will employ the above
tactics.
· Dr. Stern also participated in the Bugg
House discussion, with several students
!voicing their opinions of Dr. Stern, or relat-. ·
ing classroom experiences. One student of
his Social Change class spoke of having
had many warnings against enrolling in the
course, that he was a very hard teacher
who made his students work equally hard.
Further, as was very frankly stated, having
been told that Dr. Stern is a bastard (figuratively), this student found not only was
this true, but that this Social Change class
was the best course this individual had
bee]} exposed to. A former student of his
stated that Dr. Stern is anti-Semetic and
anti-middle class. This student, as a middle
clas s Jew, was "crucified" every day because of this accident of nature. Another
charge was that the views of the general
audience were biased and one-sided--pro
Stern and Lawrence. It was further stated
· (same student) that many more complaints
about Stern have been or would be made,
but fear prohibits this freedom of expression. It also seems ilJ!possible for his
students to discuss their complaints with
Dr. Stern because he refuses to acknowledge their questions, or through intimidation. (This "intimidation " hasn't
been clearly defined, nor has the "fear" of
students; but it may be possible to say that
the students feel their chances of passing
with adequate grades would be in jeopardy.) There is evidence, ie. letters, vocal
complaints, against Dr. Stern's methods
from among his students. Dr. Stern defended himself against this attack by stating
that the charge of anti-Semetism was. false;
that he as a Jew couldn't mean this literally. He further stated that he believes in
the political process, and will fight for what
is right within this framework. People , he
said, should begin to act politically, thereby
demonstrating where student opinion is at.
Dr. Stern, like Dr. Lawrence, feels that he
is not being rehired for his political views,
because he brings them to class. Other
faculty, who are to a degree radical, are
being rehired because they do not.
A view or question expressed repeatedly
was that the real issue is not the fates of
Lawrence or Stern, but how, why, or who
should hire and fire faculty. At present, the
Committee on Academic Freedom is
considering Dr. Lawrence's appeal (Dr.
Stern is in the process of making one). Two
of its members were present; its secretary
Dr, Charles Nissim-Sabat made several
statements. Some of them were: That it is
important that department faculty and the
students (of Lawrence and Stern) be consulted, but also the rights of the individual
faculty member being judged must be
considered. He stated that as secretary of
the committee, he would move all its
information be made public,
(although some doubt was expressed by Dr.
Stern that certain officials would wish to
make their sentim.e nts known). Mr. NissimSabat also stated that any testimony of facul
ty or students would be welcome . Dr.
Thomas Farr (chairman of the committee)
contributed a statement to the effect that
students· have made the life of a faculty_
member too easy--this to a round of hearty
applause.
A second point of view of similar overtones was that a much broader spectrum
than the firing of Stern and Lawrence
exists--it is the perpetuation of a system
that is unfair, a system which seeks to
channel minds. Dr. Lawrence felt that the
issue is student power, for which, though it
can be dangerous, he has no -fear. Education m'Ust be relevant, and he has confidence that this is the goal of students.
Sources for the information in the case
studies:
I. Dr. Jerome Sachs
2. Dr. Kenneth Lawrence
3. Dr. Robert Goldberg
4. Dr. Daniel Stern
5. French students (mostly majors)
6. Sociology students
7. Tape of Bugg House di scussion
8. Di stributed fact sheets
9. Other meetings, etc.
Sources one through seven were gained by
short or lengthy interviews, tape recordings, fool-proof grapevine, etc.
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FORUM
Dr. Thomas Farr
Chairman, AAUP Committee on Academic Freedom
Northeastern Illinois State College
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Dr. Farr, and the Members of Your
Committee:
I am a student who is imbued with a lot of
corny "school spirit"--! want what is best
for my school, and that is why I am writing to you. It would be a great loss to
Northeastern if the contracts of Drs. Stern
and Lawrence are not renewed. These
men bring to our campus a diversity of
thought that is the single most important
element for a good education.
Dr. Stern challenges many of the tenets of
our middle-class aspirations, and that
makes a· lot of us feel uncomfortable.
When the decision as to whether to renew
his contract came up in his department,
the vote was 2 to I to retain him, but, we
are told, Mrs. Brandzel, because she has
administrative duties, is not eligible to
vote. Her vote has always counted except
in this instance. That- left the vote I to I,
and I am deeply disappointed that Dr.
Goldberg decided to break the tie by going
along with the stultifying Dr. Mcyall rather than the stimulating Dr. Stern.
With Dr. Lawrence it was somewhat different . Here was a French Department
(with no Ph. D's) going about its usual
business in its comfortable way. Suddenly
there descends upon them a brilliant
young man (with a Ph. D yet) who has
fresh and different ideas. I(is easy' to understand their pain and discomfort, but
that does not mean that new ideas should
be dismissed out of hand. Dr. Lawrence
did abide by Department decisions. It is
true that his presence makes it necessary
for all of us to re-examine our ideas, but
that is all to the good.
We need to constantly re-examine our
values. That is why Northeasterq needs
people like Dr. Stern and Dr. Lawrence.
I deeply and earnestly hope that your
Committee will recommend that their
contracts should be renewed and that D(.
Sachs will then abide by your decision.
Sincerely yours,
Phyllis Solomon

"GIANT HAMBURGERS"

Editor:
In a recent issue of PRINT there was
an article concerning the "pigs", but we
also have a lot of careless people.
I am an art student who had a five-foot
piece of sculpture stored on the Little
Theater stage off of F-109. It was totally
destroyed by someone's carelessness.
This sculpture not only · took time and
money to build, but was also half my
grade in an art course. Nothing can be
done about my piece of sculpture, but I
maybe my letter will remind people to be
more careful with things that are not
theirs.
Denise Antzoulatos
Editor,
I was very amused by the pictorial display of various ·areas of the school in the
recent issue of the Print. Evidently, the
persons responsible · tor this expose' of
the "pigs", as they called it, felt that
they were offering serious commentary
on a despicable situation. I think this is a
ridiculous and laughable attitu_d_~, The
pictures had n; more effect on the average reader than what actually amounts
to an everyday experience to anyone
with eyes. What could be more natural
on our campus than the accumulation of a
little waste and litter. Students in the rush
and pressure of the academic life are
bound to leave some signs of their comings and goings. What do we employ
m!}int~nance people for anyway?
Don't we all recognize that the life style
of a college stu·dent could be a privileged
one and a little litter about is merely signs
of an active and hectic student populus.
To mention something like this as a
student problem is to question the difference between students and janitors.
In the future, if there is a lot of space to
fill in the "Print", let us fill it with revelant
issues and let the trivia, or litter in this
case, take care of itself. The situation is
really not the responsibility of people
careless in a hurried moment but the indirect result of an overcrowded disorganized school environment.
Dennis R. Sans
Freshman, Biology Major

Casual & Cosy

Tiro Roaring Fireplaces
Barbecue· Ribs
Bratwurst & other "great"
' Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS of BEER
C(J,tpl,IMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
Fireside Lounge
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Ope• fro• IHc• tlll 2 A.Al.

··••!I,..,•• wen

2741 W. Howard Street
973-0990

THE FLIP SIDE
3314·w. F;OSTER AVENUE. I - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS &0&26 ·
PHONE: 418-1490

STEREO L.P.'S - $3,19
I-TRACK TAPES- $6,58
TOP 41 46'5 - $ ,H

HOURS:
. WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L.f~'S BY
· DAILY 1D - &
POPULAR ARTISTS
MON. ANIJ f lH,
·11-1
·,
. ONLY $2,41
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PRINT SAYS:
WHAT ABOUT STERN
AND LAWREN·CE?

Should Stern and Lawrence be retained? Of Course.

BY-LINE
by Ken Davis
There was a mass "walk-up" or some
such the Friday before last, which began
in the auditorium when someone asked
how many would be willing to "go right
now" and see President Sachs.
Seventy-five students crammed the little
lobby and stairway leading to the second
floor. These were students wanting to
know, in no uncertain terms, why Stern
and Lawrence were being fired . They
didn't get the answer they sought, but,
more importantly, President Sachs and
Dr. Goldberg, who faced the crowd, didn't
get anything from the encounter, either.
President Sachs is one of the most
reasonable men at Northeastern. He
listens to virtually every complaint brought
before him, and it's unusual for some concrete action not to · be taken by him after
he has heard the voice of the students. ' In
many instances (unfortunately not all, but
such is the nature of an Administration) he
seeks student opinion before he takes any
action.
Last Friday, however, he wasn't in the
mood for listening. He merely repeated
constantly his position that there were to
be hearings, and that he could not prejudice the hearings by discuss_ing the matters. Yet President Sachs was not present
at the Bugg House Square at which this
whole affair seemed to be brought to the
students' attention, and he seemed rather

The ,ortlwa~ter11

9 PRINT
This is another
PRINT's, published
State College, 5500
school with o sense
ley put it)

of those Northeastern
at Northeastern Illinois
N. St. Louis, Chicago (The
of humor, as Jock Mob-

Opinions printed herein ore usually not
those of anyone else but the ir authors (which
is one of the reasons we ' re critic ized so
much), and do not necessarily reflect the
policies of this college. Would you like to see
your comments in PRINT? Well, then w ri te
them down, and bring them to E-45 before
6 :00 Monday night. OK? Please sign your
real name, though . Don 't you ever get tired
of reading the small print? Go read some
articles.

unconcerned about the whole thing, as
though these were just another two teachers being let go for some unexplained incompentency.
Nobody was about to divulge when and
where the hearings would be, either.
This is a disastrous breakdown in
administration-student relationships . One
of the most serious questions sweeping
American college campuses lately is the
issue of student voice in the hiring and
firing .of faculty. Regardless of President
Sachs' position on this controversy, which
he has nof made completely clear, it is a
mistake not to present concerned students
with a decent explanation for the dismissal
of two apparently qualified instructors ..
Another interesting point was raised at
the "mass-in". If President Sachs is genuinely concerned with student opinion; if,
in fact, he is considerate of the interestes
of students before he acts, and there is no
reason to believe that he is not, why does
he appear so unwilling to listen now?
The hearings, whenever and wherever,
must be made open to all. There seems to
be no other way, since both Stern and
Lawrence have expressed the desire to
have t.hem opened. The only contingent
which stands to gain protection from
closed hearings appears to be those powers which were responsible for the decision to get rid of Lawrence and Stern.
That sounds fi shy.
Editor .... ......... .. ....... .. ............ Ken Davis
Editorial Director ..... .. ... . . . ....... Abby Rosen
Photography Deportment Born Boss .. Roger
Bader
·
Business Manager ...... ... ..... . . . Lorry Spaeth
Sports Editor (a nd Fox Volley Radio Star)
............ ............................................ Bill Boker
Director of Secretarial Pool .. ..... Lynn Musson
Columns :
Corey's Corner . ....... . ..•.. .. . .. .... Gene Corey
Wee-Ploy .......... .-.... . . . .. . .... .. ... Elliot Cohen
Photo g raphy Stoff... . .. .....John Podraza,
Gory-Dole Stockm onn, Lorry Spaeth
Sp orts Stoff: . ... . ... Ron Middleton, Porn Ol sen
Re searc h Stoff ...... Edword R. · Carroll, Cindy
Dubas, M ike Gilmore, Da vid Allen Green,
Lyn da lmmergluck, Dione Lebbin, Rod Morte l, Dione Sp iegel, Lorry Streicher.
Streicher.
Mailman and Humorist .... . .... Mickey Sogrillo
Favor Granter ....... .... ...... . . ....... .. Les Klug
Mascot of the Week .............. . .. Jim Hansen
Leader o·; the Pock (and Sponsor) .E.M .Liebow

... for
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Transportation Survey Complete .

26% FAVOR SHUTTLE SERVICE
by Lynda Immergluck
The tabulation of NISC's Transportation Survey questionnaire, issued
with last trimester's registration, has
recently been concluded, baring some statistics essential to enrollment projection
and campus planning . .
It was discovered that 26% of those
students, faculty and staff participating
favored the implimentation of the proposed CT A shuttle bus system. Specifically, 1190 peC>ple f~lt that th~y would be
able to use the systell). The proposed
shuttles would operate from Milwaukee
and Higgins, lrving Park and Pulaski,
Kedzie and Lawrence, Western and Bryn
Mawr, Howard and Kedzie ·and the Loyola el. 142 in dicated need for the Milwaukee-Higgins service; 295 for the Irving Park-Pulaski; and 231 for the Ked-

zie-Lawrence. 225 people would utilitze a
Western-Bryn Mawr shuttle; 132 the
Howard-Kedzie, and 165 the service from
the Loyola el.
·
Bus service was favored more heavily
by freshman and civil service workers.
Results of the survey were surrendered
to the CT A for study.
The survey had also sought arrival and
departure time of those who drove to
school, to study parking lot utilization.The
peak half hour occurs Monday between
12:30 and 1:00, at which time over 1300
of the 2057 cars which make the journey
that day are at the campus.
Most cars arrive between 7:30 and 9:30
(over 900) and about the same number
journey home between 3:30 and 5:30.
Between 5:00 and 5:30, though, the bulk
of the graduate students are arriving
which adds to the afternoqn congestion.

Curriculum Council
Approves 3 Courses
A meeting of the Curriculum Council
was held Thursday, March 20th, from 2
until 3: 15 . Three courses approved of
were: Sculpture and Architecture of the
U .S., Modern European Sculpture and
Architecture, and Secondary Student
Teaching and Seminar in Earth Science.
A proposed course, "Education in a Large
Urban Area" was sent back to Dr. Quinn
for clarification--an ambiguous sentence in
the proposal seemed to indicate that undergraduates might be discouraged from
taking the course. (Dr. Quinn has since
been . contacted, and assured us that was
not the intention.) The curriculum council
also voted to approve the dropping of
Probability and Statistics. The Mathematics Department felt that it was impossible
to cover both in a single course. To
replace it, the Curriculum Council approved Mathematical Statistics I. Presumably the Math Department plans to
s·ubmit a probability course.
A whole new program for Lit majors in
Secondary Ed was presented. It would reduce the number of required courses to
one: Practical Criticism. The student
could fill out the rest of his major with
Literature courses of his choosing. A

Lambda Sigma Alpha, the oldest sorority on campus, is continuing their traditional "Penny Carnival" this April Fool's
Day.
Diane Tluczek, Vice-President of Lambda Sigma Alpha, has informed the
PRINT that the more popular booths will
be back once again. This includes the
"Jail" where students are imprisoned for
prfoe of dime. They must remain there
until friends will agree to pay bail for
their release. Also a marriage booth will
wed between classes. Two types of ·marriage ceremony will be provided. The
conventional wedding is available for our
conservative students and the "shotgun
ceremony" for those who just couldn't

a

BRASS TO PERFORM
The NISC Brass Ensembles under the
direction of Dr. H. D. Harmon will perform Thursday, April 3 in the auditorium
at I :00 p.m.
The Brass Quintet will p_lay a group
of numbers ranging from the Baroque to
the Modern era.
The full Brass Choir composed of fifteen students will present a group of three
numbers ; two of these selections are massive contemporary writings demo~strating
the contrast in power and color which give
the "brass sound" its popular appeal. In
the third number the Brass Choir will provide background for a ba1lad solo for
trumpet featuring Dr. Harmon.
Students appearing on the program are:

ieOAiD '°ACC"EPTSe
The Board of Governors has approved
a tuition proposal that will go into effect
September, 1969, 60 an experimenta'.
basis, at Northeastern:

Fall Trimester . ................ $

97.50

1
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wait. Next to the "marriage booth" will
stand divorce court in case some partner
decides they have made a serious mistllke.
The pledges of LSA will be returning
with their traditional bake sale of fresh
baked goods.
,
The sorority will also be sponsoring a
raffle which will include stuffed animals
and a ticket for two at the . Como Inn including dinner.
This year
new aspect has been introduced in the festivities. All Greek Organizations have been invited to participate. LSA hopes that in the spirit of Greek
unity, all the organizations will participate.
Possibly if this proves successful more
activities can be sponsored by all the
Greeks.
Trumpets--Russel Haak, William McClellan, John Priola, Dean Rolando ; French
Horns--Lois Skiera, Robert Zielinski, Michael Zucek ; Trombones--Michael Sanders, Roger Van Dyke, Allan Zwierzko;
Baritones--Robert Alderson Carol Glefke·
Tubas--G~rald Dunn, Sally Weich , Carl
Wischler ; Tympani--Rance Lumsden.

a

BOXING
CLUB FORMED'
Northeastern's latest new organization,
the Boxing Club, will hold its first meeting
this Thursday at 1:00 in .the Gym A nnex.
The regular meeting place of the club has
not yet been decided, but it will · be
announced at the first meeting.
" No experie nce is necessary",
explained Robert Wasserman, one of the
club's founding members. "We will be
able to train people from scratch."

also camO from Computec R=acch.

DIFFERENTIAL TUITION

memo was distributed to the council from Winter Trimester ............. .
97.50
Dr. June Verbillion giving her reasons for Summer Trimester . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*50.00
dissenting from the decision tef'change the
$ 245.00
Lit curriculum in this way. She said that
the required courses being eliminated as
requirements were recognized as musts, *(The summer rate of $50 applies only
and that, furthermore, the would be to students who register for at least 12
needed to satisfy Chicago's requirements. hours in May-August Trimester with a minDr. Paine giving the majority opinion of . imum of 8 hours in 16 week courses.)
the department, said that Chicago had a
This program, with a lower rate for
surplus of English teachers anyway but
that those who wanted to -teach English in
Chicago would be advised what they had
to take. He also said that there wasn't any
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
particular wisdom or continuity in the pro3358 WEST BRYN MAWR AVE.
gram as presently set up and that the feasiCHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645
bility of the proposed "Literature SemesPHONE 478-6276
ter" would depend on this change.
NICK G. KATSOULIS
Since this is considered a major curriculum change, an absolute majority of the
Council is needed, and not just a majority
of those present. This was not mustered,
so the proposal failed. As this goes to
press, however, we expect this proposal
will be brought up again when more of the
Council is present at the Thursday March
27th meeting. (When the vote was called
at the March 20th meeting, it was past
3:00 and several members had to leave to
meet their classes.)

LSA HOLDS PENNY CARNIVAL
by Edward R. Carroll

5
On Fridays, a mere 1564 cars arrive, and 52 ride bikes, scooters, trikes, pogo
making it the sparsest weekday. About sticks, etc.
500 cars arrive on Saturdays.
The results of the report are: to be in35.6% of the participants were fresh- strumental in parking Jot planning and estimen, 46. 7% sophomores, 54.1 % juniors, mation of CT A service needs. An eight
and 56.6% seniors. 95.6% of the respond- story parking structure is being considered
ing grad students drive, as do 85.3% pf the by the Illinois legislature currently. lf funfaculty and 58% of the staff.
ded, contruction should start in February
The survey was a required part of of next year, and be complet_ed by Octoregistration for all sophomores, juniors ber. The proposed Jot should hold about
and seniors, being returned by a total of 800 cars, bringing the lot total to about
2787 of a possible 3013. Freshmen and 1650 cars. (The present Jot has 847
grad students were reached by mail , with spaces.)
only 1572 of ,1824 possibilities respondThe results were tabulated by the lning. Faculty and civil service forms were stitutional Resea:-ch department in the Ofdistributed at school, with 214 of 5 37 re- fice Annex. The bulk of the work was
turned.
handled by Dr. Harold Mohamed , Mr.
Of the 4573 responses, 2644 drive, Bruce Bullis, Mr. Melvyn Skvarla, a sec1187 take buses, 182 are passengers, 325 retary and several student aides. Assist-

,-,r,'o
'?>
.

·s umm er, is expected to encourage
students to attend the Summer Trimester,
helping to level the enrollment throughout
the three trimesters. It is anticipated that
the increased enrollment in Summer will
compensate for the lowered tuition cost.
For the part time student, the rate has
gone up to $15 per credit hour from the
previous rate of $9 a credit hour.
The $30 fee covering Activities ($18),
Student Union ($4.50) and Insurance
($7 .50) remains the same. Out-of-state
fees which went up sharply last year re- ·
mains the same. Fees for extension
classes are $21.00 per credit hour.
The Board of Governors has approved
the differential tuition proposal to be effective September, 1969. The $50 Summer
r.;1te goes into effec! May, 1970.
TERMPAPERS, THESES TYPED
IBM Electric --- 40c/page
Call Mrs. Cohen; 338-5242 evenings
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COME IN AND BROWSE!!! BETWEEN '/
CLASSES AND AFTER!

BARRY'S
Feat~res the very latest ini smart styling
from the designer's_tables
Always ready to accomodate NISC students with:

SHIRTS-

SLACKS-

A fresh array of
manhattan shir-ts, both
in the B.D. University
look and the newlystyled fly-away collar.

H.1.s. and Gastight

casuals always lend
a helping hand to a
young man's desire
to be in fashion.

The strong look in knitwear,
Barry's is ready to satisfy
your every want. Silk and Dacron
neckwear to satisfy every look.
Be sure to come and see Barry's grooming bar for m en, featuring
the complete line ofDEMERT and DEP grooming aids for men.

Open every night to 6:00;
Mon. and Thurs. to 9

Open Sundays 11 :00 to 3:00
for your shopping convenience.
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MONTHlYRESUME OF
· sTUDENf SENATE ACTIVITIES
Student Senate bas done:
1.) New appointments have been made by
the student sen;i:te. The new senators include: Ken Ford; Bonnie Rovin, and Ted
Williams.
2.) The prices of large drinks have been
lowered.
3.) The Student,Senate reviewed a policy,
which, starting in, September, will offer a
new and far better accident and health
plan.
4.) Sam Gallucci presented a multi-communication bill, which was passed. The
major points of this bill are :
a) senate ltlfflutes, committee reports,
and the mopthly resumes will be_ posted on
bulletin boards and "A" and· "B" lounges,
and submitted to all clubs on campus.
b) more dialogue will be encouraged
between faculty, administration, and
students.
·
5.) Library hours have been extended for
the weeks preceding exams and final papers. On Friday, April 4, and Friday,

Peace Council to
march April 5
by Hal Bluethman
The NISC Peace Council, which voted
wee~s ago to support the April 5
GI-Civilian Anti-war March in Chicago,
will march under a Northeastern banner
with other NISC students in a mutual
demonstration of dissent against any furtheir continuance of the tragic Vietnam
War.
While GI's, civilians, and students
march in Chicago there will be marches
taking place in New York, Seattle, Houston and severat other big cities across the
U.S. as well as in Canada. The organizing
of these marches was decided upon at a
general meeting, in February of tens of
anti-war groups, including GI groups and
newspapers. It was agreed at that conference that there' would be no confrontation
politics of any kind practiced by the
demonstrators on the marches. This
continues to be the perspective.
The Peace Council would like to call all
students who are against the war and U.S.
involvement in it, who are repelled by the ·
ri sing death figures of both Americans and
Vietnamese, to March in Chicago on
April 5. Whether under the Northeastern
banner or not, as circumstance and desires
permit, you will be effectively opposing
the war by showing that opposition.
The Chicago March will assemble at 2
p.m. at Wacker and State, and will begin
marching at 3 p.m. The march will end at
the Coliseum at which there· will be several anti-war speakers.

BEEHIVE 2 _

Curriculum
Circulation of the second printing of the
BEEHIVE yearbook has already begun,
with reservations being taken now at the
BEEHIVE office, E41.
Students who did not receive a copy
of the '68 book in January are asked to
report to the office with an ID card and
activity card. The a~tivity card_~ .iU be
punched , and the ID number recorded:
During the trimester break, the books
will be mailed to the students' homes.

Amy Loveman Contest Opens
The Book of the· Month Club, the Saturday Review, and the Women's National Book Association have announced the
8th Amy Loveman national award of one
thousand· dollars and two honorable mention awards of two hundred dollars each
t~ the undergraduate student with the
best personal library.
. Each four year college in the country is
eligible to nominate one undergraduate
student for the award. The deadline for
entries is May 6. Further details are available from Mrs. Zimmerman.

Monday, March 31, 1969

The Northeastern PRINT

April 11, library hours will be extended to
8:00- 10:00, rather than 5:00. On Saturday,1 April 5, and Saturday, April 12, library hours will be froln 8:30-5:00, rather
than 12:30.
6.) The Student Senate has received a
third voice and vote on the committee to
review the basic curriculum of the college.
Student Senate is now in the process of:
I.) working on a campus constitution.
2.) getting the students a C.T.A. discount.
3.) considering the idea of acquiring new
I.D. cards with pictures.
4.) improving the canteen facilities and
trying to acquire an additional television
set.
5.) trying to secure longer business office
hours an_d a system in which emergency
loans could be received in a shorter period
of time.
In accordance with the new multi-communication bill, mentioned above, the
student senate has already held several
meetings with President Sachs to discuss
the general problems of the school. The
senate has also met, and is still meeting,
with representatives from the respective
departments and responsible parties concerning the Stern and Lawrence case.

COMPARISON OF HEALTH PLANS
As detailed in the March 17 PRINT, a new Health Insurance Plan has been proposed
for Northeastern students, offering a wide range of new services. Below is a list of comparisons between the two plans, explaining many further details.
I

CURRENT COLLEGE PLAN
Number of days of care

30

*Room and board, daily

$35.00

Operating room
Anaesthesia
Laboratory
X-ray
Drugs
Dressings
Oxygen

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

by David Green
The atmosphere of El08 during the
History Club meeting last Tuesday was
tense and charged with disagreement. Bob
Hill (student) decided to come to the
meeting thus insure that not only the
"Good" things about the Jews would be
discussed under the topic "The Jews in
Germany". This he accomplished, to the
chagrin of many of the regular members of
he club-:
Bob expressed some highly controversial and disputable theories concerning the worldwide role of the Jew. He
made many charges against the Jews. He
linked them with the liberal movement
that is supposedly ilrldermining our
society today. He linked them with communism and implied that the Bolshevik revolution was headed by Jews . (Trotsky was
Jewish). He also stated that almost every
Communist revolution of the world has
been headed by Jews. He linked them
with the Social-Democrats of pre-war
Germany, saying that through this ,organization they tried to undermine (much in
the same manner as today in the U .S.) the
major institutions of Germany. He said
this is why the German people reacted so
strongly against the Jews. He put forth the
idea that the scientist of Germany (physical Anthropoligist) had made the mistake
of thinking that the Jews were inferior to
the Blond Blue-eyed Germans and thus
could condone the mass extermination of
the Jews. He insisted that he didn't agree
with the exterminations but he admitted
that h-e was a believer of the body of
knowledge that expounds the theory that
certain rnces are inferior to the White
Anglo-Saxon which is the highest on
evolutionary scale.
This is what the History Club was confronted with last Tuesday. The members
reacted strongly against the ideas set forth
by Bob, and Mr. Barber, the scheduled
speaker, stayed on the sidelines of the argument that ensued after the members
recovered from the initial shock. Later
Mr. Barber said that Bob had stimulated
the discussion much father than he had
hoped to do himself.
The argument bantered back and forth
and nothing concrete was definitely concluded by the History Club. Feelings were
high during the meeting and one person
really summed up the majority opinion of
the regular members when he said "Let
him (Bob) talk, he's digging his own
grave".

30
No dollar limit

No dollar limit

$250.00

Emergency room

$50.00

Maternity benefits

None

No dollar limit
None

Exclusions

Does not pay for any conditions which pre-existed date
of ins.

No exclusions

FamilyPhm

Not Available

Available at $10 per month

Claim forms

Must complete forms in Health
Service, get copies of bills, get
doctors statement and wait 1-2
months for bills to be paid.

No claim forms-hospital is
paid directly by Blue Cross

Doctors' bills:
Max. benefit for performing
an operation
Doctors visits in hospital

Maura George and Bonnie Rovin
Student Senate Pub_Iidty Chairmen

History Club on
'Jews; Germany'

PROPOSED
BLUE CROSS/
BLUE SHIELD

$225.00

$200.00

$5.00 per day for 30 days or
max. of$150. ·

$5.00 for 1st 5 days & $3.00
for next 65 days or max. of
$220.

Reimbursement on unused
insurance to lower cost.

None

Yes. Can lower cost to
student.

Availability to part-time
students

None

optional

Psychiatric

None

Retention after graduation

Not available

Cost per trimester

$50
Yes. May be converted.

$7.50

$11.00

VFBY
S_PONSORS PLAY CLUBS TO SUBMIT
by Fred Enghsh
VITAL INFO
In this newspaper is an ad for a play put
on by the "Vision Foundation for Blind
Youth." We feel that it is only necessary
to mention something about this organization and the play it is putting on. This
organization was started some 14 years
ago to provide a summer day camp for
blind children in the Chicago area. In
addition to this clay camp it runs a Winter
Saturday workshop in dramatics, crafts,
physical education for these blind
children. The camp and workshop is
financed by contributions and the ticket
sales of this annual play. The purpose of
the play mirrors the purpose of the camp
in general, that is to provide--social,
recreational, and educational experiences
for children who by the nature of their
handicap are often, needlessly, left out of
this type of activity. These plays, which
are written specifically for use by a cast of
at least 50 per cent blind persons generally
contain equal amounts of good music, humor and plain old fashioned entertainment.

All clubs are to submit to the senate (a
box will be labelled for this in the senate
office for the student activities committee)
a list of active membership, minutes of all
meetings, sponsor, constitution, purpose,
and accomplishments that they are to be
functioning . The deadline for these
responses will be no later than April 11.
The clubs wiil -then be notified if their '
charter (whether it be temporary or
permanent) is regranted or revoked.
Eugene Rinaldi
Eileen Ebrom

SUNDAY

MARCH

30

LOST
Green NISC Notebook with Russian notes Lost
Wed . March 12. Hal Bleuthman Return to E45.
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Reward
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Cocktail
Party
Come, enjoy with us the . _tic
atmosphere, and the soft, musical
background at this Sunday Night
Cocktail Party.

·Scented

CaMleo

DOWNING STREET
fl_OOM

i

·'IN

Corey's
Corner
People listening is an interesting pastime.
Listening to strangers in different situations--in buses, restaurants, the cafeteria--are all good subjects for people
listening. So are the people you talk to
every day. Like friends, teachers, lunch
ladies, bus drivers, and parents.
Listening to people is different from
plain old hearing. Hearing is just a physical excitation of the eardrum. But listening
is a little harder, and requires thinking and
paying some attention.
People listening can be practiced in different ways. A guy listening to four girls in
the next~carrell can get new insights on
what girls talk to each other about and
what they think is important. Similarly, a
girl listening for. the first time to ll few
guys talking might be surprised at the
things and qualities they consider worth
· talking about. So might a student, listening
~ teachers conversing.
~other way of listening involves going
_behind the words to find the meaning or
intent. A person not included in a conversation can often understand the individual thoughts and intentions better than
the speakers. This method is often difficult, because of the lack of material
to listen to.
What is the meaning behind "How are
you," for example. Or behind talking
about teachers, courses, or cars. People
talk to each other most of the time. Not
with each other. There's usually not too
much talking going on worth listening to.

If people talked with each other, they'd
have to listen to each other, and try fo
understand what the other person meant
by the words he said. And sometimes,
they'd have to stop and ask for clarification of points they didn 't understand.
They might even have to become interested·i!l what the person_was saying.
An important first step in listening to
what people mean is listening to yourself--being aware of what you feel or mean
not only after you talk, but during and
before speech. This has its drawbacks,
though. It makes "How are you" and
"That was a crummy test" a little harder
' to say. And when you feel like hitting
· somebody in the head, it makes the insist· ing "I'm NOT mad" harder to say. Thinking about talking might even prevent a few
_remarks from making sound waves.
A little people listening can be enlightening. You can. discover that weather was
created for people to talk to each other
about. And that not too many people talk
with each other. And that real feelings and
_ thoughts are often disguised by· words--but
get through anyway.
A note of thanks to newly-elected
Senator Jay Byron who was responsible
for the cafeteria lowering the price of
large soft drinks from twenty to fifteen
cents. He gave a list of suggestions to Dr.
Moran, vice president of administrative
affairs, and that one was put into effect
two weeks ago. I hope the Student Senate
doesn't find out about this. Jay didn't even
give them a fair chance to tabie it.

wee -

pl~y_
by Elliot Cohen

Did you ever walk through the halls and
say to yourself, "I know what I'm going to
do, but whafs that joker over there going
to do with himself, what does h have
planned, or does he have anything planned
at all?" I know that I've seen some of the
creeps that crawl around this place and
I've wondered, really wondered, and still
am wondering about these people, because
this time I cleared away from any creeps.
l approached those people that I thought'
would present to me a well dignified
response, one that would really do some
justice to our student population, but once
again it seems as if I have been deceived
by appearances. It only goes to show, as
they say in Skokie, "You can't judge a
bagel by its hardness!"
I give absolutely no credit to myself for
devising this week's question, "What is
your goal in life?" All credit to this
question, and I don't know how much
credit it is worth, goes to the pious, though
personable, HERSCHEL STOLLER.
Undoubtedly, without a question in my
mind, I know that you can march through
the halls with your_ head held high, look
your fellow student in the eye, and say, "I
know that you're no Bobby H·ull but what
kind of goal do you have?" and you'll get
a response similar to:
CAROL COUCH - (NISC's sleeping
beauty), I don't have any goals--lt's not
good to have any goals because I can never get finished.
ALAN FINK - Stay on the right side of
the wind, man, because this is supposed
to be a windy city.
ED NEGRON - That's a dumb
question. I don't have any goals in life.
JEANETI'E KRUEGER - To become
renowned as an educator.
JULIANNA KOTKOWSKI - To
groove my own way, can you dig it?
ROBIN SULT AN - To get out of
Northeastern.

JACKIE PYZIK - I don't know, I'm
still deciding, I wish I knew.
SUE SHERRY - I'd like to finish my
education, get married, settle down, and
teach at the same time. (Typical woman
response--alot of talk, no action.)
BOB EICHENFELD - To do what I
want, when I want, how I want.
DIANA CONFORTI - My one aim in
life is to be one of the top two table girls at
Northeastern.
LINDA BROWN - To get married and
be a teacher. Really, I wanted to be a
doctor but my parents wouldn't let me.
RON KEARNS - Well, let me think
about it.
STEVE DAHL - TO DIE!! (Good
luck, Steve. I really think that you'll be
successful)
BILL OLSEN - To play for the Banchis till I die.
JOE HALL - To get out of school.
LARRY KUGLER - To be a free man,
a proud swimmer searching for a new destiny.
HELEN COLUMBUS - To know thy
self.
RICH SCHNELL - True enjoyment,
excitement, and happiness.
JOYCE KROL· Fly to Mars without
a space ship.
JOHN COWAN - Make a million dollars.
KIM LIVINGSTON - Nothing, absolutely nothing.
ANN MASTORES - To be a Banchi.
GENO RINALDI (the real Italian
meatball) - To open a house of horizontal
pleasures.
SHELBY TAYLOR - Living a happy
life.
SPIROS PISSIOS (with a name like
that, he's got to own a restaurant) - To
·change the world!!
WISH ME LUCK!
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Why should a beginning teacher have to flounder around before finding a position that is
satisfying? Teaching in Chicago Public Schools
brings all the instant rewards that you've been
anticipating for four years-a chance to cut
through conditions that would stifle a child's
potential, to raise the status quo, and the opportunity to fulfill your own highest sense of
achievement.
And, teaching in Chicago is not a one-sided
affair. The Chicago Board of Education will acknowledge your contribution to the betterment
of its community with one of the highest teachers
starting salaries in the nation-$7,350 for a 10
month school year, and generous additional ·
benefits such as fully paid health insurance, 10
days sick leave and 3 days personal le~ve
annually.
Get off to a good start in your career. If
you're a graduating senior with a degree in
educa'tion, investigate teaching in · the
Chicago Public Schools.
For further information see the Chicago
Representative at the Placement Office

APRll 14
Or fill in the coupon below.
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Mail today to: Director of Teacher Recruitment
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CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Room 1038
228 North La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601
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I am interested in: (Check one)
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•
D
High
School
(subject)_____________
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: D Special Education (area)____________ :
•
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:

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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College___________________
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•

Your Mail Address,_______________

•

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State._ _ _ _ Zip____
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DOUBLE
S&H GREEN STAMPS
.With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
588-9365

588-9850

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

•TUNE-UPS
•
• TRANSMISSIONS
ITAN ARD
• BREAKES RELINED .
_
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYSTEMS
• HANDIASH
• TIRES· BATTERIES AUTO

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
IARKIV
FRI GI KING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AIR
.CONDfflONING
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VOLLEYBALL

What~s H~ppening by Ron Middleton

On March 19, N.1.S.C.'s Varsity Team met with North Central College in the first
volleyball game ever played between the two schools. It was evident from the very start
that North Central was not quite as experienced as our team was . While North Central _
tried its best to return the serves of Pam Olsen, Ellen Poulos, Marie Kowalski and
Carol Lindseth, they couldn't, and dropped two games straight by the scores of 15 to 2
and 15 to 7.
After the Varsity game the Northeastern 2nd. string played North Central in a
practice game. In this game it looked as if North Central had finally settled down and
they played much better game with the score ending up Northeastern 15 and North
Central 12.

TRIPLE SWEEP
Northeastern's Volleyball team went to Concordia Teachers College in full force last
Thursday, and to say the least, they did very well; so well in fact, that Concordia is still
trying to forget the Northeastern invasion.
Each school had thi:ee teams ready to play and the action began with a match between
the 3rd. string from each school. Mrs. DeMano, coach of our teams, was very pleased
with the way in which the team handled themselves because, for most of the girls on this
team, it was the first time they had played this season. Linda Boquist was the leading
scorer for Northeastern in the first game as she served for nine points leading the
team to a 15 to 13 victory. In the second game of the match it was the serving of Lois
Bilicki that helped N.I.S.C. win the game and match 15 to 13.
The second strings from each school were next to _play and this match was one that
saw good action from both teams. The first game proved to be a contest of hard serves
with N.I.S.C. winning, behind the powerful serves of Sue Stermer who made six points.
The second game saw Concordia olav a different type of game using a team effort to win
·the game by a score of 15 to I I. When the whistle blew for the start of the third game the
excitement of both teams was evident to all those who were watching. The game was
close from beginning to end with both teams starting out very cautiously; but then they
started to play aggressive volleyball. The final score was Northeastern 15 and Concordia 9. This victory gave N .l.S.C. their second team win of the night.
The final match of the evening pitted the Varsity Teams of each school against one
another. ·This proved to be the closest and hardest match of the night. The Northeastern
Varsity was warned by the other Northeastern teams, that if they lost, they would have
to walk home. :With this threat in mind the N.I.S.C. team took the court with determination and controlled the first game behind the serves of Marie Kowalski and the spiking
of Carol Lindseth . The score of this game was N. l.S.C. 15 and Concordia 6. The
second game saw Concordia play far better than they had in the first game, and because
of this, they won the second game 15 to 11; this defeat made the Varsity think about the
long walk home. The third game was too close for comfort for Northeastern with the
lead changing hands so often that it seemed possible the game would go into overtime;
but N . I.S .C. held on and won the game, and match I 5 to 13.
This had been a very long night for the Northeastern teams ; but a happy one, b~cause
for the first time in N .I.S.C.'s brief volleyball history, the teams had achieved a
TRIPLE SWEEP!

The high flying KOL VAS, I 969 Intramural Basketball Champions of Northeastern, rolled to their ninth consecutive
victory, a 54-47 win over the FACULTY.
The KOL VAS closed out an excellent
season by playing Globetrotter ball
against a FACULTY team that really
tried.
-

Approximately 600 tans were present to
witness an amazing 65% shooting spree
from the KOL VAS who eventually outlasted the FACULTY along with their
'ringers'. Of course, us fans in the stands
got the biggest laugh watching these
"teaching phenomenals" play ball. What
more can you ask for when a faculty member passes to an official who in turn,
shoots, and scores two points for the Officials. The fast 60 seconds of the ball game
was marked by a spree of 24 FACULTY,
7 KOLVAS, and 2 OFFICIALS all on
the same court shooting basketballs all
over the place.

VISION FOUNDATION FOR BLIND YOUTH
presents

':5;d Wad

never Lte.:}!,,id "

A Musical • Cast of 50

Saturday, April 12th, 1969- 8:15 P.M.
Mather High School Auditorium
5835 North Lincoln Avenue
Adults: $2.00 • Children: $1.00

Donation

PROCEEDS TO FINANCE A SUMMER DAY CAMP FOR BLIND CHILDREN
FOR TICKETS, SEE FRED ENGLISH PRINT OFFICE E-45 ·

CIRCLE PLAYDAY
On March 22 the Chicago Circle Campus held a volleyball playday with N.I.S.C.,
Purdue and Circle taking part. Northeastern was very anxious to play that day because
they had some evening up to do with Circle i:tfter their defeat to them in the opening
game of the season. We were also very excited about playing Purdue for the first time.
The second string from Northeastern opened up their games against Purdue. The girls
went into this game with a respect for the Purdue team which had looked very good in
the pre-game warmups. N.I.S.C.'s Mary Beth Ulaneck was the first serv.er for our team
and started the game off with a string of hard serves whic.h forced Purdue to· call a time
out. After time was called back in Northeastern continued to play very strong, and as a
result they won the first game of the match 15 to 9. In the second.game of the match our
team played even better as they used more team work _and a. combination of hard serves
and well placed spikes. N.I.S.C. won this game and the match 15 to 6 . .
In their second match of the day the second string played the Circle tearri in a tightly
contested battle in which both teams played good agressive volleyball. In the first game
Northeastern had things go their way for the most part as they won 15 to 8. The second
game was definitely tougher for the team as Circle put in all out effort together and won
the game 15 .to 9. Now with each team having won a game apiece they took the floor in
readiness for the third game. The spirit of the second team was really high and this aided
them in their efforts throughout the entire game. The serves of the Northe.a stern team
was the difference in ohe game. Mary Beth Ulaneck served for six big points and Nancy
Loftus and Lois Bilicki each had four points leading the team to victory 15 to 8.
The Northeastern Varsity opened their games at the playday against a very good
Purdue team. We had trouble getting our serves over the riet in this game and that put
together with a fine team effort by Purdue; was enough to put the Varsity too far down
to recover as they dropped the first game 15 to 8. In the second game of the match we
played much better and used a great deal more team work. Purdue's effective spiking
was still too much for the Varsity and they dropped the game by a score of 15 to
11. The second match of the day for the Varsity saw them in action against Circle, a
team that had beaten them two weeks.earlier. N.I.S.C. was determined to win this game
and went onto the court with nothing but victory on their minds. Northeastern won the
toss of the coin and elected to serve first. N .I.S.C. built up a large lead in the beginning
as Pam Olsen served ten straight serves. After a time out Circle tried to make a
recovery but was unable to catch up as they Jost the game 15 to 7. The second game of
the match was much closer and saw much more action from both sides. Spikes were
used by both teams and it was a t ough game from beginning to end. Northeastern won
this game and the match by the score of 15 to 11.
The final standings of the playday were as follows:

There are positive rumors out that the
FACULTY will enter a team in next
years Intramural Basketball tournament.
One of the Physical Ed majors, a girl,
made a comment that if those old goats
can enter a team in the Intramurals then
we might as well enter a girls team. Due to
to the fact that this is a FACULTY ballclub, I will not mention the young lady's
_name.
Thanks to the support of the tans and
the fine ball players, Northeastern has just
finished an excellent Intramural Basketball season.
Leading the KOL VAS in scoring was
Doug Devincent with 17 points. Other
KOL VAS scoring were: Denny Graziano
I 0, Tom Stiglic 8, Danny Korvas 8, Jack
Fabian 5, Frank Tirtilli 4, and Jim Dobner
2. Scoring honors for the FACULTY
went to Battista Galassi with 10 points,
Derald Bethard 9, Ed Lutsch 8, Bill Leinemann 6, Don Hoops 6, John Waechter 4,
Bob Hale 2 and Bill Browne 2.
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LOOKING FOR A MEANINGFUL CHALLENGE?
LOOKING FOR SELF-FULFILLMENT?

.

If you are between 18 ·and 30
P A R T I C I P A ~ E
SHERUT LA'AM
(Service Corps for Israel)

PROFESSIONAL & SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
(ONE YEAR)
If you are a professional, ·follege

KIBBUTZ PARTICIPATION PROGRAM
(ONE YEAR)
If you are a high school grad
graduate or undergraduate, ../OU are
j uate, undergraduate, or gradneeded as a teacher of English, math,
uate, yoU can work in the
and physics; tutor, technician, nurse,! collective agricultural
group worker; chemical, mechanical,
settlements, sharing in the
and civil engineer; arts and crafts,
labor and culture of an
music or sports director; draftsman,
imaginative experience in
dentist, allergy specialist.
,communal living.
DEPARTURE - July, 1969

DEPARTURE - September, 1969

ORIENTATION & ULPAN
Knowledge of Hehrew not essential. Before departure there is an orientation seminar followed by a three-month Ulpan, intensive Hebrew study
in Israel.
COST
$670 round-trip air fare and orientation costs.
Limited number of partial loans available to professionals only.

********
SHERUT LA'AM - ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS - SECOND YEA~
~allowing your one year of service and if you are a ?ro f essional,
college graduate or undergraduate entering your ju zi i0::: :';r·-:: -3.r, you c a n
register to participate in a Second year of st udy a t 2.:i. ..i.11 st j_ '.:. u te cf
~
1igher le~rning in rs·rael. Year of study will be c c· -i .'8 -~ :~-:'i by a d2qn::it e
scholarship; same cost as one-year program; same d E_'.; :- .i.·::.i..Lre date as
· rofessional and semi-professional group (July, 1969).

OR
You may continue on the program for a second year either in the
assignment you had or in a new area where needed.

SIX-MONTH KIBBUTZ PARTICIPATION PROGRAM (VIP)
Living and working on a Kibbutz or Moshav, with the possibility of ·
Special Work Projects or border Kibbutz placements arising from new
circumstances in Israel. HEBREW, LECTURES AND SEMINARS AVAILABLE.
COST
$570 round-trip air fare for six-month program only.

NEXT DEPARTURE
January, 1969 and · approximately every four months thereafter.

BOWLING LEAGUE NEWS
With only a few weeks remaining in the bowling league season, the team of the "Alley
Cats", composed of Maris Karklins, Arden Gagnon, Mary Alberts and Audrey Lucas
holds first place with I 8 wins and 6 losses. Tom Kremer still maintains the highest men's·
average with a 168, and Kathy Downs holds the highest women's average with a 147.
Robert Pellicire has the highest men's game with a 234, while Kathy Peacher has the
highest women's game with a 183. High series for women is still held by Audrey Lucas
with a 516, while John Menzer has the highest men's series with a 561.

CHICAGO ISRAEL PROGRAMS
220 S. State St. - Rm, 1308 1,Chicago, Illinois 60604, Tel:

I want to join

LJ

Please send me

LJ MORE

SHERUT LA' AM
INFORMATION

·939-6427.

;._ _i SIX- MONTH PROGRAM
L_! APPLICATION FORMS

NAME'-----------~-------------\!ADDRESS .

Only a few more weeks remain in the season, with the bowling banquet being held on
Friday, April 11.
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